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Tournament News  
Orleans Tournament - Cliff s $56,000 Day at the Races’    

I was reading a recent issue of Inc. Magazine featuring an article about how to maintain customer loyalty.  
It suggested the most effective means of "maintaining clients" was to give them the tools or ideas for 
making money.  In that case, I don't have to worry about losing Cliff Hartnitt (Dallas) as a subscriber 
anytime soon -- he scored nearly $60,000 in prize money for finishing a record breaking second place at 
the Orleans Fall Handicapping Championship.  
 
Cliff's own account of the tournament, his strategy and selections appear below.    
 
Longshots were fast and furious for the three-day Orleans tournament this year, particularly on the final 
day (Saturday Oct 11).  This pushed the point totals to record levels.  Cliff broke the old tournament mark 
for most points (about 11,200) but incredibly, so did one other player who took home the hundred grand 
for first place.  Gary Triplett, Don Marconi and yours truly managed some minor prize money with a 
good final day, but the other dozen HTR users were unable to cash in this time. 
 
The Orleans Fall 2003 Championship had 690 entries ($500 per) competing for $400,000 in prize money.  
Players made12 mythical $100 win wagers each day for 3-days (36 total plays).  All plays are optional 
and selected from among the seven tracks (BEL, KEE, SA, BM, LAD, HAW, and LRL).  Full track odds 
are paid for $20 of the wager, but are capped at $42 for the remaining $80.   
 
Now, in his own words, is Cliff's Orleans tournament diary --- 
 
Day One (10/9/03) 
Had made a conscious decision to try and get on the board early and not let a nice-priced horse get by 
me.  Immediately fell victim to my own plans as I played the 2nd race at Calder (a blinker, trainer play) 
and passed on a similar horse in the 1st at Belmont that paid $54.50, another good blinker, trainer play (a 
horse that one HTR user - Hurrikane Greg - did hit that morning).  Oh well, had talked myself off the horse 
anyway.  Surely, there will be more bombs later on in the day.  There were, as I hit the #1 horse in LAD 
race-3.  It popped up on a home-grown spot play of mine, an Ev=1 and dropping from Msw to Mcl and 
paid $101.60.  Not sure I would have played it had I watched the odds float up so much from the 20/1 ML!  
Hit nothing the rest of the day, including using two bullets on the last race at Santa Anita.  My score was 
2,696 points for the opening round and I was thinking that might be in the low end of the daily prize 
money - ha! - not even close. I was tied for 48th place and at least 6 other players hit the same 50/1 win-
ner at LAD.  The eventual day money winning total for Thursday was over 5300 points.  
 
(Below - Cliff's first and biggest tournament score - $101 Doodle Nell - as it appeared on the VEL screen).  
 
Feet-per-Second Ratings (ranked by Fr1 speed)                                                   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Pn  PP Horse             MLO  Qp%  RS   Fr1    Fr2    Fr3      A/P    E/P    S/P    F/X    L/P  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1  w01 Doodle Nel       20/1  10   *P  57.86! 52.95  48.18    53.00  55.30  51.74  53.02  50.56 
2   02 Precious Currenc 12/1  00    S  57.16  54.13  46.50    52.60  55.58  51.04  51.83  50.32 
8   08 J. S. Online      6/1  20    P  57.16  53.93  48.87    53.32  55.48  52.17  53.02  51.40 
7   07 X Deal           20/1  00    R  56.88  54.03  49.79    53.57  55.38  52.59  53.34  51.91 
6  s06 Mahebo            3/1  30    P  56.45  55.76  51.18!   54.46! 56.10  53.64! 53.81* 53.47* 
11  11 She's Classy Two 10/1  00    S  56.28  54.83  46.58    52.56  55.53  51.05  51.43  50.70 
3   03 Sweet Parcel     30/1  20    P  55.70  56.24  47.68    53.21  55.98  51.83  51.69  51.96 
12 p12 Estherwood        8/1  00    S  55.46  57.06* 48.39    53.64* 56.28* 52.33  51.93  52.72 
5   05 Available Katie   9/2  20    P  54.87  56.66  49.27    53.60* 55.76  52.51  52.07  52.96 
9   09 Grit and Glory    4/1  00    S  54.08  56.15  49.56    53.27  55.16  52.36  51.82  52.86 
10  10 Time for Peaches 10/1  00    S  52.03  56.48  49.77    52.76  54.28  52.03  50.90  53.12 
4   04 Another Angelica 20/1  00    R  50.88  56.37  49.45    52.24  53.67  51.56  50.17  52.91 
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Tournament News  
Orleans Championship - Cliff’s Tournament Diary, Day 2-3 

 

Day Two (10/10/03) 
Tired from being up late and getting up early, but, knew I had a good shot at getting my trip paid for and 
possibly more.  Would need to buckle down and hit a few nice ones for the day - yet I'm 0 for 3 by noon 
when, in two races in a row, I passed on playing horses that I had on my "watch" list.  One paid $20+ and 
the other paid $28+.  Heck that would have put me right back in the thick of things!  Managed to hit a 
$30.40 horse in KEE-6 with my 5th bullet.  An Lv1 horse that gave me a quick 1520 additional points with 
7 bullets remaining.  Unfortunately I goose-egged the rest of the day, including using one bullet in the last 
at SA again and somehow playing a 20/1 MLO that went off at 5/1 in an earlier race -- and still didn't win! 
One winner a day won't get the money, and after past experience here, I had decided to go ahead and 
submit my plays early if I was comfortable with the horse - to avoid indecision and getting shutout.  Looks 
like the Orleans has fixed their computer problems and there were no disasters this time.  At the end of 
day-2 I'm in 69th place with about 4200 points and in danger of falling out-of-the-money (need to finish 
80th or better to cash a check) I’ll know I'll have to have a very strong 3rd day as the current top player 
stands at 8200 points.   
 
Day Three (10/11/03) 
Some quick calculations give me some three point to shoot for on this final day. First goal is to "get some 
cash back" with another 2000 points today.  Better yet would be a top-ten finish which I figure to need 
somewhere around 5000 points on Saturday.  To win it all I figure I'll need about 6600+.  Those last two 
are pretty lofty goals, yet the day-1 high player was 5368 and day-2 high points was 6048, so it is cer-
tainly doable.  I would love to get off to a good start today and take some pressure off!  Of the first five 
races I have on my list, I use 3 bullets -- all non-winners, but the other two that I didn't play win and 
pay$19.40 and $9.40.  I've handicapped well, but have no points to show for it - but had to pass those two 
winners and play higher odds horses.  In one race, I went with a hunch play and a jockey switch to Kara-
manous (that guy has cost me many a longshot winner!) at LRL.  Not something I'd normally do and 
waste of a very valuable bullet that could have been used later on.  By 1:40pm, I've burned 7-bullets and 
have a big fat zero points today!  I'm watching the 7th at Hawthorne pre-race odds and seeing the public 
let the #2 horse float up to around 30/1 from a 20/1 MLO.  He's an HTR longshot ($) Lv-2 horse with the 
top VEL rank, a strong signal.  What the heck - with the long Hawthorne stretch, it looks like the race sets 
up nicely for him - and it did!  Paid $60.20 and giving me a quick 2282 points with 4 bullets remaining.  My 
overall total is now about 6700 which looks good for check.     
 
I'm remembering what KM wrote in a recent newsletter regarding hitting a bomb and then concentrating to 
immediately get another one.  Kind of like, when bowling, throwing a bunch of strikes in a row and getting 
in that "groove".  So, I don't eat, I don't sip on water, or even get a drink.  Just keep firing away.  My 9th 
bullet falters on a horse in the 11th at Calder.  Now BEL-10 and KEE-10 are going off at almost the same 
time now, so I have some quick decisions to make as I have horses I like in both.  At KEE, I go with the 
85+ workout horse (#10) that is a VEL ($$) longshot as well.  At BEL, I play the #6 who is also a standout 
on the workout rating (87+) talking myself off shorter price that I had flagged from my handicapping 
(smartest decision Cliff ever made!).  The KEE horse hits for $44.40 and the BEL horse wins in a romp for 
$87.50!  
 
All of a sudden, this is getting real interesting and I realize I can win this tournament with one bullet left.  A 
quick addition of 2124 and 2555 points gives me 7000+ for the day and a strong total of 11,177 for the 
three days.  That is higher than any total in the history of the Orleans, but my gut tells me I need one 
more winner to be sure of taking first place.  After some careful deliberation, I decide that BM Race-7 has 
the best potential for a longshot of the remaining races.  It's not the last race of the day though and, there 
are several more races left at SA, LAD and BM.   I beg for chalk, but the bombs keep coming in and the 
room is going crazy.  I watch in agony as my top play at SA-7 wins and pays $14.20.  That might have 
been the clincher?  Tough luck, woulda-coulda-shoulda.  I agonized over which workout horse to play in 
the BM-7 and choose the wrong one, and miss a $50 winner that was my other choice.  The workouts are 
very hot today, but I'm out of bullets.  In the day's finale another strong workout play that was also an Ev-
1, 12/1 MLO and on my watch list for the SA-9 goes off at 25/1 and wins.  The rest is history. 
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Tournament News  
Lessons Learned from the Orleans  -  Identifying the Bombs 

 

Many thanks Cliff for sharing your exciting tournament story.  He sank some clutch baskets as time ran 
out in the game and I really admire him for not wavering from the strategy necessary to get the win.  In 
the final tally Cliff hit just 5 winners in 36 tries (14%) but turned a $3600 bankroll into well over $12,000 
(11,200 contest points were not paid at full track odds) that's an astronomical ROI. 
 
Tournaments provide a major opportunity to learn and assess the strengths and weaknesses of our meth-
odology.  The intense focus required provides real insight and feedback for longshot identification.  Let's 
take a look at my notes from the Orleans - a list of all winners paying over $30 - and tie them in with the 
HTR factors (if any) that might have clued us in on these horses.    
 
There are three key elements from HTR2 that we want to use to concentrate attention on hitting those 
long balls.  Other factors may converge as well to take note of, such as equipment changes and jockey 
switches, the Vi and type of race and other details I list under the "notes" column. 
 
1) Standout Early speed, Fr1 = 1; E/P = 1.  (bonus: Shock Speed or apparent Lone Speed) 
 

2) Standout Late Speed,  Lv = 1, Fr3 = 1,  (bonus: VEL = 1,2; K = 1,2,3,4) 
 

3) Standout Workout Rating, 80 or higher, and particularly those with Wk=85 or higher. 
 
Below is a list of $30+ winners from BEL, BM (Thu and Sat), CRC, HAW, KEE, LAD, and SA from 
Thursday October 9 - Saturday Oct 11.  The Factors column lists which items from above are applicable.  
My notes add other important details about the winners.  (*) = One of Cliff's winners.  PL-5 in all cases. 
 
Day  Track R#   Vi   Type          Paid   Factors       Notes          
 

Thu  *LAD  03   28   6.0D Mcl      $101    Fr1=1                       
Fri   LAD  03   35   6.0D 2yrMsw   $89                  FTS            
Sat  *BEL  10   19   7.0D Mcl      $87     Wk=87                       
Thu   CRC  07   31   7.0D C16      $86                  Highest QP(+5) 
Fri   HAW  02   25   6.5D Mcl      $81                                 
Thu   LRL  08   28   6.0D 2yrMsw   $79                  FTS            
Fri   KEE  05   24   7.0D 2yrMsw   $67                  FTS            
Sat  *HAW  07   29   8.5D Alw      $60     Fr3=1 VEL=1                 
Sat   BM   07   33   8.5T Alw      $57     Fr1=1 Wk=84                 
Thu   BEL  01   23   6.0D C18      $55     Wk=81        Blinkers OFF   
Sat   SA   09   26   6.0D 2yrMcl   $52     Fr1=1 K=4                   
Sat   SA   06   25   8.0T C50      $51                  Blinkers OFF   
Sat   KEE  06   31   7.0D 2yrMsw   $47     Wk=87                       
Sat  *KEE  10   28   8.5T Alw      $44     Fr1=1 Wk=85                 
Sat   LAD  02   37   6.0D 2yrStk   $44     Wk=90                       
Sat   BM   03   39   8.5T Alw      $43     Fr1=1                       
Sat   BM   06   34   8.5T Alw      $42     Fr3=1                       
Fri   HAW  10   22   9.0T Alw      $41                                 
Thu   KEE  04   27   6.5D C15      $40                                 
Sat   CRC  09   31   9.0T 3yrStk   $36                                 
Sat   KEE  01   30   7.0D 2yrMsw   $33     Wk=85                       
Sat   KEE  09   25   6.5D Alw      $33                                 
Fri   BEL  09   31   8.0T Msw      $33     Fr1=1                       
Thu   SA   04   29   6.0D C16      $31     Fr3=1                       
Fri  *KEE  06   29   6.0D Alw      $30     Fr3=1 Lv=1                  

 
Analysis 
Clues are there for many of the bombs and they are equally distributed between the "big 3" factors (see 
above).  You might be thinking: "how many losers did I get betting those factors with all the other horses 
14/1 or more during the tournament?"  Probably enough to use up all your bullets - timing is everything. 
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Betting Strategy 
Bet the Longest Shot in the Shortest Field?   1/2 

 

October 16, 2003 - Bay Meadows Racetrack - Race 1 
Bay Meadows has achieved a sorry position among thoroughbred tracks.  It is the track with the lowest 
average field size (less than 7 horses per race) in North America according to my statistics.  Not to men-
tion the fact the small fields in San Mateo are usually dominated by a single jockey (Russell Baze) at very 
low odds.  Yet in this first race on 10/16 the winner paid $46.80 in a five horse field.  Many other exam-
ples in 4-5-6 horse fields that paid $15 or more can be found at BM recently.  Last Spring in the Orleans 
Tournament there was a $70 winner at BEL in a five horse field.  Everyone remembers that one, the room 
was silent after the 35/1 shot cruised wire to wire, the result was stunning, I don't think anyone among the 
700 participants played the horse.  A 35/1 winner in a 5-horse field must be the equivalent of a 200/1 shot 
winning in a 12-horse race.  
 
Are we shocked or perhaps more fascinated by the longshot winners in short fields and therefore remem-
ber them with greater clarity?  Or are these price plays in fields of 4-6 winning frequently and providing 
tremendous overlays all the time?  We could conjecture that the small field will likely afford a cleaner trip 
to all horses involved.  Or maybe a longshot pacesetter will be able to get the lead with much less pres-
sure.  Usually a heavy favorite results from a small field and may be the target of the other logical con-
tenders and they chew each other up.  Do any or all of these theories contribute to an easier spot for the 
longshot ($15+)? 
 
The table below displays the rate of favorites vs. longshot winners by field size.   
 

Favorites = % of winners from that group paid $7 or less. 
Longshots = % of winners from that group that paid $15 or more. 
AvgPay = the average price when one of the Longshots does win. 
Med Longshots/Race = Median number of horses that go off at 6.5-1 or more per race. 
(All other winners not indicated on the chart paid between $7 and $14.90 to win) 
 
Field Size       Favorites       *Longshots-Avg Pay    Avg Longshots/Race 
 

       04           75%              03%    $20.55           0 
       05           61%              09%    $22.17           1 
       06           52%              13%    $24.93           2 
       07           45%              18%    $26.28           3 
       08           39%              22%    $28.38           4 
       09           35%              26%    $31.16           5 
       10           31%              30%    $31.93           6 
       11           29%              33%    $33.54           7 
       12           27%              36%    $35.59           8 
       13+          25%              38%    $38.27          10 
 
Let's compare the statistics with the 5-horse fields vs.12-horse fields to consider whether longshots are 
better value in small fields or large. 
 
At first glance this chart makes a grand case for betting longshots in 12 horse fields vs. 5 horse fields.  
After all, only 9% of the races with a five horse field results in a $15+ winner.  More than 36% of the 
races with 12 horse fields get a price horse home.  Looks like common sense prevails and we should play 
bigger fields to find prices?  But as horseplayers, our goal is to make money, not pick winners.  Looking 
at all aspects of the chart above, you might already be starting to think that the 5-horse field might offer 
some advantages.  Turn to page-6 and we'll do the numbers. 
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Betting Strategy 
Bet the Longest Shot in the Shortest Field?   2/2 

 

The statistics tell us that in an average field of 5 horses, typically just one of the runners will have final 
odds high enough to pay $15 to win (6.5-1 or more).  Often, a field of five will not send off any of the 
entrants at over 6/1, but sometimes there may be two such horses if the favorite is heavily bet.  BTW: 
with a field of five, if all the runners were equally bet, the final odds on every horse would be about 3/1 
($8.50 payoff) assuming a takeout of 15%.  The critical item regarding the 5-horse field is that the aver-
age win mutuel pays off at about $22 when a "Longshot" does win.  Don't confuse the $22 with the aver-
age payoff for all winners in 5-horse fields; the $22 is the average return when a "Longshot" wins the 
race.   
 
Fields of 12 are obviously full of prices.  The average field of a dozen goes into the gate with 8 runners 
that would potentially pay $15 or better.  Obviously this varies from race to race, but 8 is the typical num-
ber of horses with odds greater than 6.5-1; and 37% of the time, one of them wins.  The average win 
mutuel paid when of these "Longshots" gets home is about $33.  
 
Now let's do some math and see where we are getting the most value.  We are going to blindly bet 100 
races with fields of 5 and 12 by betting $2 to win on any horse who's post-time odds would result in a win 
mutuel $15 (tote odds 6.5-1 or more).  We will assume a normal distribution of events as shown in the 
statistics on page-6.  
 
In a sample of 100 races, the typical 5 horse field features 1 runner with odds 6.5-1 or more.  We wager 
100 horses x $2 = $200.  We know from the table on page-6 that 9% of these races are won by one of 
these "Longshots".  This means we will get 9 winners from our 100 attempts.  The average win mutuel is 
$22 when the "Longshot" hits.  Our return is 9 x $22 = $198 for the $200 bet.  ROI = 0.99.  Basically a 
break-even proposition, not bad. 
 
The problem with the 12-horse field sample is that we are forced to bet 8 horses per race.  However, per-
haps the high percentage of longshot winners combined with the high average mutuel will work out.  In a 
sample of 100 races, we will be 8 x 100 = 800 Longshots x $2 = $1600 wagered.  We hit a whopping 36% 
of these races at an average win mutuel of about $36.  36 winners x $36 = $1296.  Our return on invest-
ment is $1296 / $1600 wagered = R0I (0.81).   
 
The good news about 5-horse fields is that there are so few "Longshots" (typically only 1 per race) that 
we can bet every single one of them and nearly net a profit without any handicapping.  Have we proven 
that any horse with high odds in a field of 5 is a probable overlay?  No, of course not, but many have a 
reasonable shot and the odds can be generous.  The statistics are not all that useful for the 12-horse field 
because we are never going to bet 8 runners in the race.  While the percentages are far stronger that a 
longshot will win in a 12-horse field, which one do we bet?  The pool of potential longshots is often so 
large that we have to take an educated guess for the right ones or pass the race.  The decision in short 
fields is usually a slam dunk.   
 
I invite you to keep an open mind when encountering a small field.  Consider those higher odds horses 
and try to make a case for one of them.  If you can find a contender over 6/1, you will often be getting 
some value.  A 10/1 shot in a field of 5 or 6 certainly has a higher probability of success than a similar 
horse in a large field.  The public will often hammer the favorites in small fields as they assume the out-
come will be chalky.  This allows some reasonable contenders to drift up to excellent overlay odds.  
 
 

The old saying "bet the longest shot in the shortest field" may not be as silly as it sounds. 
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Systems and Angles 
Spot Play - Freshened, Positive Jock Switch, Solid Work Pattern 

 

Horses with layoff of 28 - 90 days are interesting to consider.  The positive impression is that the trainer 
has given the horse a "freshening", a healthy and rejuvenating period of R & R that is not injury related.  
Serious injuries take more than 3-months to heal in most cases and we are usually not dealing with a 
physically problematic horse.  On the other hand, maybe they couldn't find a spot for their steed to run 
any sooner.  This occurs pretty often with higher class horses and grass runners.  Other short layoffs are 
related to the local circuit schedule.  For example, Turf Paradise began its annual meeting recently and a 
majority of the entrants had layoffs of 60 days or more due to the annual summer respite - same thing 
occurs at Woodbine over the winter.  The point is that layoffs of any duration occur for lots of reasons 
and we need to consider the context in each case. 
 
Maybe we can conjecture some positive intentions after a short rest period with two changes going into 
today's race. 1) A solid work pattern.  The workout rating in HTR2 (Wk) scores the pattern of activity as 
much as it does the time and distance of the drills.  For this reason, we can use the rating to assess 
whether or not a horse is getting purposeful serious training during the freshening period.  Horses that 
have been rested more than 28-days will normally have performed all their workouts since the last race.  
This is an advantage over a workout rating during periods of mixed works and races, as the racing may 
have absorbed the value of the workout rating.  2) A positive jockey switch.  During the 1-3 month rest 
period, the trainer must have intentionally thought about making a switch to a new rider.  The (+) jockey 
switch in HTR refers to a switch to a top performer, or a jock that has won with the horse previously.   
 
The (+) jockey occurs when a switch is made to any rider rated over 300 points, or when the rider has 
won with the horse in the past and is named again today.  In all cases, the switch means the rider named 
today is different than the jockey that rode in the horse's previous start.  What about a "late change of 
jockey"?   I did not filter for this in the test because the intention of the trainer is still the key here.  If the 
named jockey is replaced due to sickness or injury, it does not diminish the fact that the trainer had 
intended to make the switch.  Late change of rider for the (+) is very rare anyway.   
 
Will combining these two items, the workout and (+) jockey switch; give us enough information to 
assume a strong effort is upcoming after a 28-60 day layoff?  I tested all types of races, below is a review 
of the parameters.  (note: in test results: "Longs" is the percentage of winners that paid $15 or more) 
 
• Layoff 28-90 days 
• Positive Jockey Switch (+) as displayed in HTR2 
• Workout rating >= 80 
 
Test Results 
 

 Plays       Win%    WP%     WinROI    Longs ($15+) 
  

  4787       19%     34%      0.89      24% (normal = 23%)  
 

Not a convincing result one way or the other.  Remember we did no other handicapping here except the 3-
item filter.  Let's try the same parameters in a second test, but require that the horse be ranked in the top-4 
(K) which will give us a better look at likely contenders under these same qualifications. 
 
Same Test  - Top-4 (K) only
 

Plays       Win%    WP%     WinROI    Longs ($15+) 
 

 3066       25%     43%      0.94      16%  
 

Much better results and the concept shows some promise.  You may want to test further with various 
workout parameters, distance and surface types and class levels.  This does not look like an effective 
angle for longshot plays though.  Perhaps the longshots would be better served by using the workout rat-
ing without the (+) jockey requirement, as high percentage, popular riders will dilute the odds.  
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Systems and Angles 
Spot Play   Razor Sharp Horse 

 

In this test we'll combine three elements to uncover a potentially razor sharp horses.  A layoff of 20 days 
or less, a "Live" (*) or (+) last-out effort, combined with a solid workout rating.  We know going in that 
the public is particularly keen on horses that show a sharp recent race and our odds will be compromised.  
On the other hand the workout patterns are not easily discovered and the "Live" rating is independent of 
speed figures so we might find some surprises.    
 

These parameters will yield a ton of sample horses, so I'll separate the tests into four major categories   
 

1. Non-Maiden dirt sprints 
2. Maiden dirt sprints 
3. Non-Maiden dirt routes 
4. Non-Maiden turf routes 

 
Here are the test requirements
 

• Layoff <= 20 days since last outing. 
• Ran a "Live" (*) or (+) in last outing  (please review the Aug and Sept 2003 newsletter for "Live" 

details) 
• Workout rating >= 80. 
 
Test Results - Non-Maiden Dirt Sprints 
 

 Plays       Win%    WP%     WinROI    Longs ($15+) 
  

  5977       20%     36%      0.88      11%  
 
Test Results - Maiden Dirt Sprints 
 

 Plays       Win%    WP%     WinROI    Longs ($15+) 
  

  1359       27%     47%      0.93      05%  
 
Test Results - Non-Maiden Dirt Routes 
 

 Plays       Win%    WP%     WinROI    Longs ($15+) 
  

  3869       19%     35%      0.87      13%  
 
Test Results - Non-Maiden Turf Routes 
 

 Plays       Win%    WP%     WinROI    Longs ($15+) 
  

  1517       14%     27%      0.78      19%  
 
Analysis 
Disappointing results, except for the maiden sprinters.  I also tested these groups with the top-4 (K) filter 
and the win% significantly increased, but the ROI did not.  That leads to a very obvious conclusion - 
horses with a sharp recent race are over-bet by the public.  My own experience with the workout rating 
seems to be that it produces better results in the absence of other obvious handicapping factors.  As far as 
locating a "razor sharp horse" at a big price, they can be found, but are usually class risers in some 
respect, most common is a horse that just broke its maiden and steps into winner's ranks for the first time.  
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Systems and Angles 
The Good | Bad Form Cycle Pattern 

 

I have been working with Fred B (a.k.a. Long Lost Fred from Massachusetts) on some form-cycle ideas.  
The ultimate goal would be to create a power number similar to the workout rating that quantifies the 
complexity of the FIGS patterns -- perhaps the Holy Grail for sheet players everywhere -- but it may 
require years of study and formulation to codify such a rating.  The workout number has far fewer factors 
and intangibles to consider than one based on race past-performance and overall form-cycle.  Fred has 
related to me several of the patterns that he has found productive and while some of them are very com-
plicated to test, the classic GOOD | BAD pattern is one we can get a handle on. 
 
Most handicappers are familiar with horses that have the figure patterns below 
 

Horse-A:  83  48  79  52  86    (FIGS 17  31  18  29  16) 
 

Horse-B   27  62  29  64  31    (FIGS 39  25  43  24  38) 
 

The first set of numbers are Cramer's speed figures (higher numbers are better efforts); the second set 
(FIGS) are the same ratings transposed into "sheet style" numbers for use in graphical analysis; FIG1 or 
FIG2 screens in HTR2.  The FIGS numbers are adjusted so that 'lower is faster'.   
 

Horse-A has the classic pattern of GOOD-BAD-GOOD-BAD-GOOD beginning from its 5th start back 
(86).  Today the expectation is for a BAD race as the most recent start (83) was a GOOD effort.  Horse-B 
is the opposite cycle and its pattern suggests a GOOD one today following the poor (27) last out.  Both of 
these patterns are much easier to spot while looking at the form-cycle graph in FIG1 or FIG2. 
 

To test the pattern in either direction, I used a 10 point variation in the Cramer speed rating (or 4pts with 
the FIG ratings) to determine if the horse had gone from GOOD to BAD or vice-versa.  If the figure pat-
tern then reverted back to within 5-points of the first figure, the pattern was considered a "go" for the test.  
I needed to see a clear five-race pattern before testing the horse.  Data key for test results = 
 
The test results are mostly concerned with the expectation aspect of the pattern, not winners.  A neutral 
result indicates the horse did not run a subsequent speed rating that could categorize it as either GOOD or 
BAD.  Our goal here is to find out if this pattern repeats for the majority of horses.  If it does, then we can 
find contenders and eliminate some horses very quickly.  
 
Expectation: GOOD race today (the previous start was a BAD from a 5-race pattern) 
 

Ran GOOD =    45% (expected result) 
Ran BAD =     37% 
Ran Neutral = 18% 
 

Expectation: BAD race today (the previous start was a GOOD from a 5-race pattern) 
 

Ran BAD =      43% (expected result) 
Ran GOOD =     31% 
Ran Neutral =  26%  
 
Analysis 
In both cases, the expected result has been verified to some extent.  Horse exhibiting these patterns: 
BAD | GOOD | BAD | GOOD | BAD ------> (expect GOOD today) resulted in 45% correct prediction. 
GOOD | BAD | GOOD | BAD | GOOD ----> (expect BAD today) resulted in 43% correct prediction. 
 

The (prediction) BAD may be the more useful of the two.  A horse that has run a GOOD one last out (and 
fits the 5-race pattern) will probably be bet heavily by the public.  If you can make a strong case against 
such a horse, you may find a profitable race to play and a favorite to beat. 
 

The expected GOOD race may not be of much help.  The horse will likely be one of many contenders and 
the pattern is not a solid predictor for winning, just effort.  Keep in mind also, that 55% of the horses we 
expected to run GOOD, did otherwise (ran another BAD or ran Neutral).  In all cases, the pattern needs 
some context from the handicapper to notice layoffs, distance and surface changes, etc during the cycle.  
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International Racing 
Neil's European Racing Diary  1/2 

 

Neil Stillwell, a long-time HTR subscriber from Lexington, did some recent traveling to Europe and vis-
ited a number of racetracks in England.  I thought his experience was very interesting and asked him to 
share it with the HTR readers.  Neil is genuine horseracing vagabond; he and his life-partner Bernardine 
live and travel extensively in their RV, usually in the direction of a thoroughbred track!  
 
Racing in Europe (and why I missed the summer seminar) 
By Neil Stilwell 
 
If you could go anywhere you wanted to pursue your favorite pastime, what would you choose? That was 
the happy choice Bernardine and I had to resolve following the Keeneland meeting nearly a year ago. 
The point of this article is to provide basic information for anyone who, like us, dreams of a racing holiday 
in Europe. I didn’t hit a superfecta, but was given frequent flyer miles and had some “extra” cash after 
working on a horse farm last Fall. First choice, Argentina, fell through when Delta didn’t fly there. Second 
choice, Europe, was a “go”. My plan was to go racing in England & Ireland during the summer season, 
and finish up with the L’Arc meeting in Paris early October. To be gone that long (on our budget) meant 
being realistic about transportation and lodging. For us, train travel was too restrictive. We decided to 
lease a Peugeot 206 from Kemwel http://www.kemwel.com/ an agent out of Portland, Maine. This turned 
out to be a happy choice and for longer stays is much the cheapest option. Our choice of accommodation 
wouldn’t suit everyone, but we really enjoyed tent camping. Even Bed & Breakfasts (supposed budget 
option) can cost upwards of $50/night; by staying at campsites we spent half that. Once those decisions 
were made, we checked the racing calendar to plan a tentative route.  
 
Everyone will have their own idea about what are “must do’s” and since race meets clash, you’ll have 
some hard decisions to make  – much as you might have to decide between Saratoga or DelMar in the 
US. Sadly, for us, the first planning casualty was Ireland, because it is very expensive to ferry a car Eng-
land-Ireland-France as we had planned. So, we allotted and did spend the month of July in England.  
 
Sandown Park for the Coral Eclipse Stakes, July 5th. In Esher, Surrey, about 15 miles south of London 
(but, as we re-learned, distances are best measured on highly-congested roads by time rather than dis-
tance), accessible by rail or drive through heavy traffic. The race is a Group I, 10f, the first chance for 
3yos to meet older horses at a distance. The track is annually voted one of the fans’ favorites. Entry fee 
into an area where you could view the horses in paddock was $30 and up. There were several excellent 
dining areas, and people tend to dress up to go racing in Europe. The day was memorable for us 
because I had a L30 winner in a handicap race, and for Falbrav’s return to form in the feature. There were 
7 races on the program, first one started at 1:45 with the feature the 4th race; there was not the mad rush 
for exit you sometimes encounter after the feature at US tracks. Parking was free and plentiful if you 
arrived early, the circular road around London a mess to navigate. 
 
Newmarket for the July Cup, July 10th. Newmarket, about an hour north of London and accessible by rail, 
is to racing in England as Lexington is in the US. It’s where the major sales take place, where many 
horses train, home of the National Stud and Racing Museum, and has two race courses. Aside from the 
horse industry, there’s not much to do there, but Cambridge is a half-hour away. The local library has an 
excellent racing research library – we used local libraries all over Europe as a cheap, often free method to 
access the internet. Evening racing is popular at Newmarket later in the summer, but the festival we vis-
ited was weekday afternoons. The traffic is a mess on race days, and the track is 2 miles out of town, 
without handy bus service. Entry fee was again $20/up, but on a beautiful day, packed with race-goers. 
Viewing races on the July Course is problematic – it’s a straight course, so bring binoculars. Two high-
lights from Newmarket stand out: I loved the national racing museum, and especially the chance to ride a 
simulator which is actually used by jockeys to learn how to change whip hands. Picture an “Urban Cow-
boy” device that gallops – fast! The week we were in Newmarket there was a festival at the national stud 
(adjacent to track) with all sorts of equestrian and outdoor sporting themes. Knights jousting, sheepdog 
trials, equipment displays – and another simulator, this one gave me the opportunity to “ride” the Grand 
National at Aintree – a pneumatic device that jumped at fences you viewed from horse-back level – fun! 

http://www.kemwel.com/
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International Racing  
Neil's European Racing Diary   2/2 

 

Chester, not far from Liverpool on the west coast, accessible by rail. There was a 3-day meeting in mid-July 
and this looked like a chance to visit an historic city and see some provincial racing. Tried to book tickets on-
line two months in advance, and the grandstand seats were already sold out! This gives an idea of the 
popularity of the place, and we loved it. The town is lovely, full of half-timbered houses, interesting shops and 
eateries, a famous cathedral, Roman ruins, easily walked. The track, called the “Rondee”, what we’d call a 
bull-ring, is just outside the walls, and indeed they give nice views over it. General admission got us into the 
infield but it was so crowded that we could not place a wager with either the tote or a bookmaker. Otherwise, 
a fine day out. 
 
Cartmel, in the Lake District, for hurdles and steeplechase racing.   There is a book called “The Course 
Inspector: A Guide to the Racecourses of Britain” by Alan Lee, "Times” racing correspondent. This is an 
extract from his write-up of this track: “There is nowhere else like it, nowhere that even comes close. In its 
own way, it is the best and most successful of all British tracks…” We were fortunate – there was a day of 
racing scheduled for Cartmel in mid-July, and so we re-arranged our schedule to be able to go. The nearest 
town serviced by rail is Grange-Over-Sands; the track is about 5 miles north. There are two good pubs in 
town, a 13th century abbey, and a few interesting shops. On bank-holiday meetings they get twenty-thousand 
race-goers; there was only a quarter that for this special summer race, but still the town was lively and narrow 
roads full. I’m not adept at handicapping races over fences, but the fair-like atmosphere made it worth the trip. 
Admission was $15 each, the grandstand was tiny, but you could walk the course looking for the best vantage 
point. Setting is spectacular. 
 
We had planned to attend racing at Ascot and Goodwood, but torrential rains kept us away. We spent some 
time in York, and there are at least ten tracks within an hour’s drive of that fascinating city, including the 
Knavesmire which is the venue for a high-class festival in late summer. We did visit Belvoir (pronounced 
“Beaver”) castle in the midlands, home of a famous hunt. The huntsman showed us stables and kennels, and 
requested we tell “all our American friends” they are welcome to visit. Go – the family that owns (and still lives 
in) the castle has connections to Newmarket and there is a fine exhibit of horse cavalry. We also found a pub 
that stood out above others for its country setting and sporting prints: “The Martin Arms Inn”, Colston Bassett, 
Nottinghamshire. 
 
Due to weather and health considerations we ended up canceling our plans to attend racing in France and 
Germany, and toured from north Germany south through Austria/Italy, instead. 
 
Here are some on-line resources if anyone is interested in touring England or European racing --- 
 
http://www.routiers.co.uk/scripts/memberDetail.asp?memIDSelected=1235
 “Horse Racing: The Family Leisure Guide” http://www.browzers.co.uk/item3547.htm
“The Channel Four Racing Guide to Form and Betting” www.panmacmillan.com
“Counter Attack: An Insider’s Guide to Betting on Horseracing”, http://www.raceform.co.uk
Racing Post and Racing Post Weekender http://www.racingpost.co.uk/horses
2004 Fixtures link: http://www.comeracing.co.uk/
 
And please, don’t hesitate to contact me if you have questions about traveling in Europe. I have maps and 
guides to lend.  Neil Stilwell palisader@earthlink.net
 
Editors Note: 
Thank you so much Neil for the fascinating tour of the English tracks! 
 

http://www.routiers.co.uk/scripts/memberDetail.asp?memIDSelected=1235
http://www.browzers.co.uk/item3547.htm
http://www.panmacmillan.com/
http://www.raceform.co.uk/
http://www.racingpost.co.uk/horses
http://www.comeracing.co.uk/
mailto:palisader@earthlink.net
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Late News – HTR People in the News 
 

No upgrade to the HTR2 this month.  We'll get something new into the program for December, 
particularly the Tester.   Sorry for the delay, there were many unexpected events for me last 
month. 
 
We are nearing the end of the road for qualifying to the NTRA championship tournament.  Many 
of us will use the Turf Paradise contest as our last shot.  There are still chances available at 
AQU, HAW, RP and FG before that.  Let's hope to get one or two more HTR member into the 
fray come January and join our other contestants: Don and Sue Nadermann, Bob Ramos, 
Henry Damgaard, Doug Craft and Mike Mayo at Bally's in January for the final event.    
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